Household Pets
A Collection of Pretty Pieces for Beginners.
By Their Favorite Author
E. Mack

Pretty Lou Waltz. 2
Pretty Lottie Polka Redowa. 2
Pretty Jennie Mazurka. 2
Pretty Minnie Quickstep. 2
Pretty Lillie March. 2
Pretty Kittie Polka Mazurka. 2
Pretty Mary Polka. 2
Pretty Ella Schottische. 2
Pretty Violet Galop. 2
Pretty Byrde Quadrille. 5
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PRETTY LOTTIE

POLKA REDOWA.

By E. MACK.

Copyright 1881 by Willis Woodward & Co.
The Climax of Musical Publications.

WOODWARD'S Musical Monthly.

Sample Copy Postpaid, 10c. Yearly Subscription $1.00.

No collection ever issued contains so much good music for the price. It contains none but select and standard pieces.

Printed on the finest quality of heavy music paper.
Full Sheet Music Size. Beautifully Illustrated Title Page.

In "WOODWARD'S Musical Monthly" we present each month sixteen pages of the choicest vocal and instrumental music available to our subscribers the latest ballads, sacred and comic vocal music, and our instrumental selections will comprise during the years 1882-3 barcaroles, battle and descriptive pieces, cabinet organ music, caprices, cotillions, etudes, fantasies, galops, gavottes, horn-pipes, idylles, illustrations, marches, lancers, mazurkas, meditations, melodies, minuets, nocturnes, overtures, polkas, polka mazurkas, polonaises, potpourris of all the new opera, quadrilles, quicksteps, redowas, reveries, rondos, schottisches, sonatas, variations, waltzes, etc., etc., in fact almost every description of music imaginable. Among the numerous authors whose compositions will be presented to our patrons are Bellak, B. Richards, Schumann, Hunt, Krug, Grobe, Oesten, Mendelssohn, Spindler, Heller, Cerveny, Beyer, Kramer, Ketzerer, Mack, Wilson, Bambach, Strauss, Fahrbach, Waldteufel, Streichburg, Watson, Ascher, Gungl, Suidas, and many others too numerous to mention. We are every day receiving letters stating that it is the Finest Musical Monthly ever published.

Don't fail to send for a sample copy. Canvas thoroughly among your friends, and see if you cannot send us a club of five, ten or fifteen subscribers, at the following very liberal terms:

TERMS TO CLUBS:

For a Club of Five new Subscribers, send $4.00
For a Club of Ten new Subscribers send $7.00
For a Club of Fifteen new Subscribers send $11.00

Remit by P. O. Money Order, Registered Letter, Check or Draft.

We want an Agent in every town in the United States & Canada.

Publishers and Proprietors,

WILLIS WOODWARD & CO.,
Cor. Broadway and 12th St., New York.

Opinions of the Press.

Norwalk Conn. Sentinel:
Contains a range of music to suit all tastes and capabilities.

Worcester Patriot:
It presents choice vocal and instrumental music.

Wesbrook Mass. Times:
An excellent monthly, selling at a remarkably low price.

Cambridge Mass. Press:
A musical gem.

Caledonia N. Y. Sentinel:
It contains sixteen pages all first-class. We recommend it to all our musical friends.

Norwalk Conn. Gazette:
A good range of music.

New Bedford Mass. Standard:
Will be a welcome visitor in all families who enjoy a pleasant evening of song or beautiful piano playing.

Brooklyn Mass. Commercial:
Contains many times its cost in popular vocal and instrumental music.

Newport, R. I. Express:
The cheapest musical monthly ever published.

Wallingford, Ct. Forum:
A well gotten up collection and furnished at a low price.

Central Falls R. I. Visitor:
The cheapest musical monthly there is, and to lovers of music will prove very acceptable.

New Brunswick, N. J. Freeholder:
A capital publication which all musically inclined people should have. Each number contains several pieces of new music, all fresh and good.

Opinions of the Press.

Mendon, Pa. Express:
New, fresh and popular music.

Lockhaven N. Y. Star:
If you desire good music at cheap rates send $1 and subscribe for it.

Paterson, N. J. Ledger:
Send for a sample copy, then subscribe for it, and at the end of the year you will have a collection of good music which would have cost you $15.00 in sheet form.

Erie, Pa. Sentinel:
Printed sheet music form on good paper, and contains in each number more music than is usually sold for one dollar.

Glenville, N. Y. Sentinel:
Musically inclined young ladies will be delighted to hear that they can obtain good music as cheap as any ordinary story paper. This they will find in Wood-ward's Musical Monthly, at only one dollar per year. That should suit everybody and we recommend it to all.

Somerset Pa. Democrat:
We recommend the Musical Monthly as being first-class in every feature.

Elyria Ohio, Columbus:
The contents are well selected, and those wanting good music at a low price should subscribe for it.

And hundreds of other TESTIMONIALS from newspapers all over the United States and Canada.

AGENUINE HOME JOURNAL.